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Investment Thesis 

• Interest Rate Cuts Stimulating Discretionary Spending

• Increased consumer spending drives the payment processing industry leaving PayPal at the forefront of  this growth

• Using short-term bank loans to deposit into merchant accounts exposes PayPal to higher costs

• Underestimated Moat

• 35m merchants on platform in over 200 countries -- strong network effect weeds out competitors

• Serving both sides of  a transaction, PayPal has developed powerful industry alliances with its competitors

• FCF Stability

• PayPal’s consistent generation of  cash flow allows the firm to participate in repurchase programs and 
Capex

• For 2 decades PayPal has remained the leader in the digital payment industry with a 2023 TPV of  $1.5T

• Strategy Change:

• Originally focused on driving platform acceptance- PayPal has grown its successfully accomplished this

• PayPal’s now focused on operating efficiency- optimizing cost structures and consolidating technology services

• BNPL expansion

• Recent growth in Buy-Now-Pay-Later transacting has strengthened PayPal's relationship with financial firms

• PayPal has refined its BNPL influence and cemented industry relationships to provide liquidity to these loans
4

An American tech business focused on transaction processing has dramatically underperformed the market for the past 5 years. 

We believe PayPal stock is extremely attractive at current levels and will be a very strategic investment over the long-term.

Recommendation: BUY   Target Price: $92.29   Implied Upside: 44.7%



PayPal Price Action
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Company & Industry Overview
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Company Overview
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• Transaction Fee from Merchants and Consumers ($26.86B in 2023)

• Value Added Services ($2.91B in 2023)

• Partnerships, interest and fees from merchants and consumer, interest on assets 

underlying customer balances, referral fees, subscription fees, and gateway services.

58.00%
42.00%

US International

Geographic Footprint

• Successful consumer penetration

• Dollar Volume of  digital payments (TPV) 

is the main driver of  PayPal’s Growth

Payment Solutions Business Model

Valuable Solutions Revenue Breakdown

FY’ 2023 Key Performance Indicators

90.23%

9.77%

Transaction VAS

Revenue by Segment



Industry Overview
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Acquirers & 

Processors

Payment 

Networks

Issuers 

Gateways & 

Facilitators

ISOs, MSPS, 

ISVS, & VARS 

• 3.4 Billion Digital Wallet 

users in 2023.

• By 2026, expected to grow 

by 53% to reach 5.2 Billion 

users.

• Global Ecommerce sales 

reached $5.8 trillion in 2023

• Expected to surpass $8 

trillion by 2027

• BNLP payments expected to 

make up 24% of 

ecommerce transactions by 

2026.

• Contactless Payments

• Biometric Payments

• Cryptocurrency

• Cross Border Payments

E-Commerce BNPL InnovationDigital Wallets

$$

$$ $$

$
$

$$

Drivers of  Growth in Payment Processing

The Payment Processing Ecosystem Major Player



Underestimated MOAT
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Source: Seeking Alpha

The Payment Processing Ecosystem

Merchant/Consumer Perception

• PayPal serves both sides of  a transaction, housing a trusted ability to mitigate the risks associated with merchant-consumer transactions. 

• Growing number of  PayPal users gives the company network affects such as pricing power and rewards offerings

• Strategic partnerships with merchants create high switching costs and desirability to have products listed through the service

Market Dominance & Organic Growth Capabilities

• For years PayPal has used its platform growth strategy to successfully grow revenue and active customers- gaining ~45% market share 

• As PayPal’s active user base start to plateau, PayPal is increasingly focused on penetrating its active customer base (TPV +13% YoY)

• PayPal Honey: online shopping tool that helps customers save money and earn redeemable prizes

Strong FCF Generating Business

• PayPal has consistent FCF margins, returning the capital to investors in the form of  share buybacks ($5.26B 2023)

First Mover Advantage

• For 25 years PayPal has led the Payment Processing Service industry weathering dotcom, GFC, COVID 19 recessions

• PayPal has been the number one payment processor since its inception, filling a crucial gap in payment software

Battle Shifts Towards User Engagement Over User Growth

Merchant to Consumer Industry Share 



Catalysts & Risks
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Fixing the Product Problem
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Internal technology infrastructure was a constraint on innovation as the company grew rapidly and digested several 

acquisitions, now the firm has dedicated special resources to combating this cost

Consolidating its platforms, which 

enables data across the entire 

PayPal ecosystem to be leveraged 

for innovation and reduce 

checkout frictions

• Improve usage in Branded 

Checkout through reducing 

friction in checkout flow

• Improve transaction margin 

in Unbranded through growth 

in SMB and international 

markets, which is helped by 

simplified 

integration/distribution from 

technology investments, as well 

as attaching value-added 

services on top of  payment 

flows

• Improve engagement in 

digital wallets through driving 

increased commerce 

engagement via business 

profiles, rewards, and 

distribution of  Pay with Venmo 

integrations through its 

platforms (Braintree and PPCP)

With better product velocity and 

data connectivity, the company 

can deliver a deeper value 

proposition to consumers and 

merchants that both close the 

competitive advantages of  peers 

and provide differentiation to 

drive growth along with the 

ability to price to value

Increase Transaction Volume + 

Improving Margin = Higher 

Profitability

Consolidate Platform Product Velocity & Cross Selling Improve Engagement

The Product Problem



Fixing the Product Problem: A “Super Application”
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• FinTech companies aiming to be a one-stop super app for all financial 

activity globally

• Super app adoption expected to increase and consolidate around fewer 

providers

• Accelerated launch of  new features facilitating seamless sending, investing, 

saving, and shopping with stored balances or cards

• PayPal's payments app benefits from an outsized consumer and merchant 

network globally, a vast suite of  offerings, a leading P2P presence and entry 

into in-store mobile payments.

• Business & Working Capital Loans

• Vendor/Gig Worker Payout

• Invoicing & Reporting

• Fraud & Risk Management

• Marketing & Analytics

• Shipping Solutions

• Customer Cart Recovery

• Business Debit Card

• Crypto Payment Acceptance

C
o

n
su

m
e
r

M
e
rc

h
a
n

t • Easy Checkout with PayPal Button

• OneTouch Mobile

• Online, Mobile, and In-Store Payment 

Processing

• Real-time payment Settlement

• Gateway Services to Accept All Card 

Types

• Seller Protection

• Person-to-Person Payments

• Instant Balance Transfer

• Pay with Venmo at Merchants

• Debt Card

• Credit Card

• Crypto Trading

• Crypto Rewards

• Easy Checkout with PayPal Button

• Discounts Applied at Checkout

• Buyer Protection

• Buy now, Pay Later

• Paying With Rewards

• Xoom International Remittance

• PayPal Credit & Debit Cards

Payment Processing Systems Value-Add Solutions

Venmo PayPal

Battle Shifts Towards User Engagement Over User Growth Average Session Per User By Category

PayPal IS the “SuperApp”



The Big 3 Brands
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• Strong affinity with Generation Z 

and millennials position it as a 

solid PayPal defense against the 

imminent threat of  Apple Pay.

• PayPal leads mobile payments 

with 2.7% of  all US in-store 

transactions.

• Apple Pay and Google Pay usage 

has dropped 50% in the past year 

to 1.9% and 0.8%.

• Has over 59 million monthly 

active users vs. 51 million for 

Apple Pay

• PayPal's ability to monetize 

Venmo beyond cannibalizing 

itself  is the holy grail

• Management said that Venmo is 

now profitable and contributes $1 

billion in revenue

"Venmo" is a verb

• Braintree’s unbranded checkout services 

provides seamless, one-stop and 

affordable checkout services for 

merchants, gaining popularities among 

small and mid-size merchants.

• Major driver of  unbranded transaction 

processing revenues.

• Braintree’s aggressive land-grab strategy 

in the US proved successful amid Adyen 

Q423 results

• Lower margins than PayPal's Branded 

check out

• Japanese buy now, pay later firm that 

offers payment services for both 

consumers and merchants

• Vast opportunity for growth as only 30% 

of  transactions in Japan are non-cash 

based and Japan possesses the third 

largest e-commerce market globally

• An example of  such growth potential 

can be seen in e-commerce sites where 

Paidy is accepted by all the mastodons, 

including Amazon, Shopify and Rakuten.

• Paidy can solidify PayPal’s data 

intelligence and Asian strategic 

expansion

“Venmo” as a Verb Complicated Segment The Japanese Gem



PayPal Credit “Buy Now, Pay Overtime”
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PayPal Net $1 in the Transaction

$100 BNPL Purchase

$3 Fee

$97 Cash

$100 BNPL Loan

$98 BNPL Purchase Price

KKR: Buys Loans 

PayPal: Sells BNPL Loans for cash

KKR and PayPal entering a €40 Billion multi-year deal in which KKR buys BNPL Loans

• Deal includes a cash injection of  €3 Billion per year for PayPal

• €1.8 Billion and PayPal expects to use  for share buybacks

      

PayPal’s relationship with KKR and similar firms provides liquidity to PayPal’s growing 

BNPL operation

• Provides Capital, reduces credit and interest rate risk

• Paypal can focus on originating new BNPLs and expandings its benefits to the user

 

KKR is purchase indicates the quality of  PayPal’s consumer underwriting division

If  Private Funds want access to BNPL loans, they must turn to firms such as PayPal

• These firms have extensive research methods indicating the quality of  these loans

PayPal  Working Capital: a business loan with one competitively priced fixed rate fee

• Lending Regulation- FICO and revenue requirements

PayPal Credit: offers pay-in-four financing options to consumers on a revolving basis

• Available with any online retailed associated with the PayPal Platform

• PayPal brand image brings peace of  mind when avoiding predatory lending

Loan Revenue: PayPal generates money of  its credit portfolio in two ways 

• By holding the outstanding balance and receiving principal plus interest

• Selling the loan to major finical institutions

BNPL Industry Trends

• Merchants want the competitive edge and ability to boost average order value

• BNPL marketplace has expanded rapidly- expected CAGR of  21.7% to $91B by 2029

Buy Now Pay Later ProductsBuy Now Pay Later Products KKR-PayPal, a Symbiotic Transaction

BNPL Loan Sale Process BNPL Service Users By Generation



Management Strategy Shift
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Alex Chriss

CEO

Former software maker 

at Intuit

Executive Vice 

President and General 

Manager of  Small 

Business and Self  

Employed group.

Michelle Gill

EVP, General 

Manager Small 

Business & Financial 

Services Group
Senior VP at Intuit

General Manager and 

Executive Vice 

President of  Consumer 

Lending and Capital 

Markets at SoFi.

Diego Scotti

EVP, General Manager – 

Consumer Group & 

Global Marketing and 

Communications

Former chief  

marketing officer at J. 

Crew.

Experience at 

American Express.

Jamie Miller

EVP, CFO

Former CFO at EY 

(Consulting and 

accounting firm)

CFO at Cargill, a large 

agricultural company.

CFO at General 

Electric.

Isabel Cruz

EVP, Chief People 

Officer

Former senior vice 

president for Walmart 

teams: Technology, 

services, and corporate.

Operational 

Efficiency and Cost 

Management

Fix the 

Product 

Problem

Continue to 

Innovate

Share Buyback 

Program
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Impacts on PayPalInterest rates have rose at record levels in 2022 leaving affecting PayPal in 2 ways

• TPV, Active Users, and Revenue- 18% CAGR from 2015 to 2021

• Advancements in payment technology and declining interest rates are poised to re-energize 
fintech M&A activity in 2024 

Effects to PayPal:

1.) Curtailing In Consumer Discretionary Spending

• “There is effect of  a weaker economy and more inflation putting pressure on disposable 
income for consumers” –CEO John Rainey

2.) Adverse effects on Cost Structure 

• Funding costs and higher volume-based expenses have taken hit bottom line

Interest Rates & the Federal Reserve



Fundamental Mispricing
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We believe the market has been undervaluing PayPal’s fundamental ability to generate Free Cash Flow due to a plateauing user 

base. However, we believe this highlights PayPal’s adoption of new consumer strategies. 

Consistent YoY Earnings Growth

Strong Trend in PYPL Buy Backs  

Growth Trends

Total Active User Base

Transaction Payment Volume (‘TPV)



Risks & Mitigations
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Risk Distribution
**Special Consideration: Macroeconomic Headwinds

• Discretionary is spending impacted by higher interest rates as debt 

becomes more expensive.

• Geo-Political conflicts slow down e-commerce.

Risk Distribution

Increasing Competition

Drop in Transaction 

Take Rates

• nature of  the payment processing industry stresses 

consistency and innovation 

• new competitors and disruptive technologies emerging

• Proactive approach to innovation, investing in 

research and development to stay ahead of  

emerging technologies and market trends.

• Drop in transaction take rates poses a risk 

to profitability, as it could erode the company's fee 

income and margins

• Optimizing its cost structures and improving 

operational efficiency. 

• Grow value-added services or premium features that 

command higher fees.

Legal & Regulatory

• Highly regulated industry, subject to laws and regulations 

related to financial services and data privacy. 

• Changing regulatory env. Capital requirements 

• History of  Regulatory Compliance and proactivity.

• Substantial risk department funding and diversification 

of  revenue streams to circumnavigate this risk

Risks MitigantsMajor Risks



Financial Analysis
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Historical Income Statement Analysis
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Historical Balance Sheet Analysis 
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Historical Cash Flow Analysis
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Debt Analysis
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Valuation
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Comps Model
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DCF Valuation
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Investment Thesis Repcapualtion

• Interest Rate Cuts Stimulating Discretionary Spending

• Increased consumer spending drives the payment processing industry leaving PayPal at the forefront of  this growth

• Using short-term bank loans to deposit into merchant accounts exposes PayPal to higher costs

• Underestimated Moat

• 35m merchants on platform in over 200 countries -- strong network effect weeds out competitors

• Serving both sides of  a transaction, PayPal has developed powerful industry alliances with its competitors

• FCF Stability

• PayPal’s consistent generation of  cash flow allows the firm to participate in repurchase programs and 
Capex

• For 2 decades PayPal has remained the leader in the digital payment industry with a 2023 TPV of  $1.5T

• Strategy Change:

• Originally focused on driving platform acceptance- PayPal has grown its successfully accomplished this

• PayPal’s now focused on operating efficiency- optimizing cost structures and consolidating technology services

• BNPL expansion

• Recent growth in Buy-Now-Pay-Later transacting has strengthened PayPal's relationship with financial firms

• PayPal has refined its BNPL influence and cemented industry relationships to provide liquidity to these loans
27

An American tech business focused on transaction processing has dramatically underperformed the market for the past 5 years. 

We believe PayPal stock is extremely attractive at current levels and will be a very strategic investment over the long-term.

Recommendation: BUY   Target Price: $92.29   Implied Upside: 44.7%
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Management
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Paypal's management had significant changes in 2023:

Alex Chriss

CEO

Former software maker at 

Intuit

Executive Vice President and 

General Manager of  Small 

Business and Self  Employed 

group

Michelle Gill

EVP, General Manager 

Small Business & Financial 

Services Group

Senior VP at Intuit

General Manager and 

Executive Vice President of  

Consumer Lending and 

Capital Markets at SoFi

Diego Scotti

EVP, General Manager – 

Consumer Group & Global 

Marketing and 

Communications

Former chief  marketing officer 

at J. Crew

Experience at American 

Express

Jamie Miller

EVP, CFO

Former CFO at EY 

(Consulting and accounting 

firm)

CFO at Cargill, a large 

agricultural company

CFO at General Electric

Isabel Cruz

EVP, Chief People Officer

Former senior vice president 

for Walmart teams: 

Technology, services, and 

corporate



Alex Chriss is a Proven Leader
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Alex Chriss – Intuit's QuickBooks

- Managed QuickBooks as General Manager of  Small 
Business and Self-Employed group

- Expansion of  QuickBooks: Chriss integrated 
payroll, financing, and payment services into the 
QuickBooks ecosystem

- Growing Customer Base: From 2017-2019 Chris 
grew revenues and subscribers of  QB Online

- Innovation: Under Chriss, QuickBooks Capital was 
born which allowed small businesses to get capital 
based on QB data



Assumptions- Bloomberg

“Gradual recovery in the e-commerce spending and cross-boarder transactions, better monetization and engagement by 
management might push revenue growth to 8% in 2023 and 9% through 2025”

“Transaction Margins should stabilize at around 44-45% over 2024-2026”

“Our Calculator shows EPS growth outpaces revenue from 2023- on improving operating margins”

“Dollar Volume of  digital payments (TPV) is the main driver of  PayPal’s Growth

• E-commerce sales paid using PayPal or Venmo, P2P transactions

31



DCF Build
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DCF: Base Case Assumptions
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Below Consensus
Overstated Margins for Safety

• Assumed Conservative Margins 2024E for Model Safety



DCF: COGS Margin Growth Assumptions

• Pre Covid-Margins ~31.5 Low Variance

• Post Covid Spike in Imminent Transaction Expenses (rates)

• We Expect PayPal To Improve on These Margins But Not Return To Pre-Covid Levels

34



DCF: WACC & TGR Assumptions
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WACC Beta & WACC Trends



Selected Acquisitions
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Capital Structure
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PYPL Debt Distribution• 5B of  debt available in 2028 for refinancing / issuance of  new 
debt

• Healthy levels of  Debt/Equity

Capital Structure



Income Statement Projection
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PayPal First Look New Features Rolling Through 2024 Cont.

April 16, 2024 39

FastLane by Paypal : A new one-click guest 

checkout experience that merchants using PayPal’s platform 

will be able to offer their shoppers, allowing them to 

make a fast and painless purchase. Early results showing 

that Fastlane can recognize 70% of  guests and 

accelerated checkout speeds of  nearly 40% compared to a 

traditionalguest checkout process.

Venmo Business Profile: provide an affordable 

and easy way for businesses to accept payments and 

grow their business and has grown to a community 

of more than 90 million active accounts.. The next 

evolution of  business profiles will add subscribe 

buttons, profile rankings, and the ability to offer 

promotions to consumers, bringing powerful new 

ways for businesses to drive traffic, generate sales, 

and more meaningfully grow their business through 

increased visibility in the Venmo app.

New checkout features: PayPal has worked on 

new features for their checkout process, 

specifically passkeys that enable users to just use 

their face or fingerprint to purchase items. This 

is estimated to reduce latency by 50%.



PayPal First Look New Features Rolling Through 2024

40

PayPal Smart Receipts: This is an AI system 

that will track what a user purchases, predict 

items that they might want to buy next and then 

recommend these to the user. A cashback reward 

will also be a part of  the recommended item 

should the user make the purchase.

PayPal Advanced Offers Platform: PayPal will 

use customer insights to build a dynamic, truly 

personalized advanced offers platform giving 

merchants the ability to reach customers based on 

what they have actually bought across the internet. 

This new, performance-based offers platform has 

the potential to use AI to organize and analyze 

data from nearly half  a trillion dollars’ worth of  

merchant transactions globally

PayPal Cash Pass: CashPass to give customers access to 
hundreds of exciting, personalized cash back offers from top 
brands in the U.S. A user will simply need to tap on the offer, 
shop at that business, and check out with PayPal. PayPal 
CashPass users will also be able to stack with other PayPal 
rewards such as cash back from the PayPal Cashback 
Mastercard®. Users can then put cash back into a PayPal 
Savings account and earn more on top.



Analyst Recommendations
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Ownership

42



Repurchase Programs 

• 5B of  debt available in 2028

43



2023 Q4 Results

44



Hedging impacts and credit reserve builds and releases

45
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